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The Alpha Course Manual
Will equip leaders to run youth Alpha in a variety of
settings such as church groups and schools. Booklet for
all youth leaders and helpers.
Aimed at guests, leaders and helpers on the Alpha
course. This manual is designed to assist and support
people as they progress through the Alpha Course.
Worauf kommt es im Leben wirklich an? Was passiert,
wenn wir sterben? Ist Vergebung möglich? Wie kann das
Leben gelingen? In fünfzehn klar verständlichen Kapiteln
gibt Nicky Gumbel Antwort auf diese und andere zentrale
Fragen, die viele Menschen stellen. Was dieses Buch
besonders ansprechend macht, ist Nicky Gumbels Art,
die Aussagen der Bibel durch praktische Beispiele direkt
auf uns und unsere Zeit zu übertragen - unterhaltsam
und oft mit einem Augenzwinkern. Dabei macht er den
Leser mit der Person von Jesus Christus bekannt und
lädt zu einer Entdeckungsreise in eine Welt ein, die
Menschen seit zweitausend Jahren fasziniert. Der
Bestseller als erweiterte und aktualisierte Neuauflage.
Die Gedanken von Nicky Gumbel sind eine kluge und
humorvolle Einführung in den christlichen Glauben. Wer
Argumente liebt und britischen Humor, wer endlich
Klarheit gewinnen möchte über Gott und das eigene
Leben, der hat zum richtigen Buch gegriffen. Prof. Dr.
Michael Herbst, Greifswald
Participant guide to accompany the video series: Curso
Alfa.
This discussion guide is a companion to either the Alpha
Film Series or Alpha with Nicky Gumbel. The guide is
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divided up by session with an easy-to-read outline so
that guests can follow along during each talk. With
simple bullet-point organization and plenty of room for
notes, the guide functions as an invaluable resource to
the guest during Alpha, and as a reference tool for
individual reflection long after Alpha. It is considered an
essential resource for Alpha guests as well as the host
and helpers on Alpha. Alpha creates an environment of
hospitality where people can bring their friends, family,
and work colleagues to explore the Christian faith, ask
questions and share their point of view. Alpha makes it
easy to invite friends to have spiritual conversations
which explore life's biggest questions in a safe and
respectful way. Alpha's approach to hospitality, faith, and
discussion is designed to welcome everyone, especially
those who might not describe themselves as Christians
or church-goers. Each session includes time for a large
group meal, short teaching, and small group discussion.
This resource is written in Thai.
Magazine style manual, designed to appeal to a diverse
youth audience and contain the main content of the
Alpha course. There are two versions: this one for
younger youth (red-ages 11-14), and another one for
older youth (blue-ages 15-18). Either manual can be
used to best suit your group.
Magazine style manual, designed to appeal to a diverse
youth audience and contain the main content of the Alpha
course. There are two versions: this one for older youth (blueages 15-18), and one for younger youth (red-ages 11-14).
Either manual can be used to best suit your group.
Alpha Course ManualAugsburg Fortress Publishing
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This discussion guide is a companion to either the Alpha Film
Series or Alpha with Nicky Gumbel. The guide is divided up
by session with an easy-to-read outline so that guests can
follow along during each talk. With simple bullet-point
organization and plenty of room for notes, the guide functions
as an invaluable resource to the guest during Alpha, and as a
reference tool for individual reflection long after Alpha. It is
considered an essential resource for Alpha guests as well as
the host and helpers on Alpha. Alpha creates an environment
of hospitality where people can bring their friends, family, and
work colleagues to explore the Christian faith, ask questions
and share their point of view. Alpha makes it easy to invite
friends to have spiritual conversations which explore life's
biggest questions in a safe and respectful way. Alpha's
approach to hospitality, faith, and discussion is designed to
welcome everyone, especially those who might not describe
themselves as Christians or church-goers. Each session
includes time for a large group meal, short teaching, and
small group discussion. This resource is written in Czech.
This discussion guide is a companion to either the Alpha Film
Series or Alpha with Nicky Gumbel. The guide is divided up
by session with an easy-to-read outline so that guests can
follow along during each talk. With simple bullet-point
organization and plenty of room for notes, the guide functions
as an invaluable resource to the guest during Alpha, and as a
reference tool for individual reflection long after Alpha. It is
considered an essential resource for Alpha guests as well as
the host and helpers on Alpha. Alpha creates an environment
of hospitality where people can bring their friends, family, and
work colleagues to explore the Christian faith, ask questions,
and share their point of view. Alpha makes it easy to invite
friends to have spiritual conversations which explore life's
biggest questions in a safe and respectful way. Alpha's
approach to hospitality, faith, and discussion is designed to
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welcome everyone, especially those who might not describe
themselves as Christians or church-goers. Each session
includes time for a large group meal, short teaching, and
small group discussion. This resource is written in Traditional
Chinese.
A manual designed for use by all participants on the Alpha
course. The Alpha Course Manual contains outlines of each
Alpha talk as well as space for guests'' notes so they can
easily follow the talks.
This discussion guide is a companion to either the Alpha Film
Series or Alpha with Nicky Gumbel. The guide is divided up
by session with an easy-to-read outline so that guests can
follow along during each talk. With simple bullet-point
organization and plenty of room for notes, the guide functions
as an invaluable resource to the guest during Alpha, and as a
reference tool for individual reflection long after Alpha. It is
considered an essential resource for Alpha guests as well as
the host and helpers on Alpha. Alpha creates an environment
of hospitality where people can bring their friends, family, and
work colleagues to explore the Christian faith, ask questions
and share their point of view. Alpha makes it easy to invite
friends to have spiritual conversations which explore life's
biggest questions in a safe and respectful way. Alpha's
approach to hospitality, faith, and discussion is designed to
welcome everyone, especially those who might not describe
themselves as Christians or church-goers. Each session
includes time for a large group meal, short teaching, and
small group discussion. This resource is written in Malayalam.

This resource is recommended for Alpha small group
hosts and helpers. It includes suggested questions to
help guide the discussion time for each session of Alpha.
Alpha creates an environment of hospitality where
people can bring their friends, family and work
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colleagues to explore the Christian faith, ask questions,
and share their point of view. Alpha makes it easy to
invite friends to have spiritual conversations which
explore life's biggest questions in a safe and respectful
way. Alpha's approach to hospitality, faith, and
discussion is designed to welcome everyone, especially
those who might not describe themselves as Christians
or church-goers. Each session includes time for a large
group meal, short teaching, and small group discussion.
This resource is written in Slovak.
The Alpha Enterprise explores the development, growth
and impact of the most widely used evangelising
programme of recent decades. The Alpha course is run
in over seven thousand churches in the UK and over five
thousand in the USA. Across the world some four million
people have graduated through the course in over 80
countries. Alpha is truly the fastest growing evangelising
initiative, creating widespread support as well as stirring
strong criticism. Stephen Hunt critically examines the
content and working philosophy of the Alpha course
through the experiences of the churches that have run it,
as well as the individuals who have experienced it first
hand. Hunt charts the history of the programme, its use
of group dynamics and media, how it links with the
charismatic movement, how it deals with issues such as
homosexuality, how it is run not only in churches but in
prisons and universities too, and concludes by
measuring Alpha's impact and success. Engaging with
debates regarding postmodernity, globalisation,
McDonaldisation, consumerism, and secularisation, and
based on real-life surveys, The Alpha Enterprise sheds
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new light not only on evangelism but on contemporary
Christianity in general and how it engages with a postChristian culture.
Alpha is a theologically-tried and tested course designed
for laity-led, church-based evangelism that presents the
message of Jesus in a clear and non-threatening manner
to people of all walks of life - particularly those with no
faith and those who do not attend services regularly.
Invest in the following resources to launch Alpha in your
church:
This resource is recommended for Alpha small group
hosts and helpers. It includes suggested questions to
help guide the discussion time for each session of Alpha.
Alpha creates an environment of hospitality where
people can bring their friends, family and work
colleagues to explore the Christian faith, ask questions,
and share their point of view. Alpha makes it easy to
invite friends to have spiritual conversations which
explore life's biggest questions in a safe and respectful
way. Alpha's approach to hospitality, faith, and
discussion is designed to welcome everyone, especially
those who might not describe themselves as Christians
or church-goers. Each session includes time for a large
group meal, short teaching, and small group discussion.
This resource is written in Tamil.
This discussion guide is a companion to either the Alpha
Film Series or Alpha with Nicky Gumbel. The guide is
divided up by session with an easy-to-read outline so
that guests can follow along during each talk. With
simple bullet-point organization and plenty of room for
notes, the guide functions as an invaluable resource to
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the guest during Alpha, and as a reference tool for
individual reflection long after Alpha. It is considered an
essential resource for Alpha guests as well as the host
and helpers on Alpha. Alpha creates an environment of
hospitality where people can bring their friends, family,
and work colleagues to explore the Christian faith, ask
questions and share their point of view. Alpha makes it
easy to invite friends to have spiritual conversations
which explore life's biggest questions in a safe and
respectful way. Alpha's approach to hospitality, faith, and
discussion is designed to welcome everyone, especially
those who might not describe themselves as Christians
or church-goers. Each session includes time for a large
group meal, short teaching, and small group discussion.
This resource is written in Slovak.
This discussion guide is a companion to either the Alpha
Film Series or Alpha with Nicky Gumbel. The guide is
divided up by session with an easy-to-read outline so
that guests can follow along during each talk. With
simple bullet-point organization and plenty of room for
notes, the guide functions as an invaluable resource to
the guest during Alpha, and as a reference tool for
individual reflection long after Alpha. It is considered an
essential resource for Alpha guests as well as the host
and helpers on Alpha. Alpha creates an environment of
hospitality where people can bring their friends, family,
and work colleagues to explore the Christian faith, ask
questions and share their point of view. Alpha makes it
easy to invite friends to have spiritual conversations
which explore life's biggest questions in a safe and
respectful way. Alpha's approach to hospitality, faith, and
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discussion is designed to welcome everyone, especially
those who might not describe themselves as Christians
or church-goers. Each session includes time for a large
group meal, short teaching, and small group discussion.
This resource is written in Indonesian.
This discussion guide is a companion to either the Alpha Film
Series or Alpha with Nicky Gumbel. With bullet-point
organization and plenty of room for notes, the guide functions
as an invaluable resource to the guest during Alpha, and as a
reference tool for reflection long after Alpha. This resource is
written in French.
This manual accompanies the Alpha Course, highlighting the
main points and giving space for notes.
Written by a colleague: Alpha is a tremendous worldwide hit,
yet most groups deploying it will - at times - be somewhat
disappointed by the amount of resulting fruit. Holy Trinity
Brompton readily acknowledges this. Even groups faithfully
adhering to the official advice that has so far been published
can still find many non-Christian attendees disappearing
during, or shortly after, the program. Proven Alpha Course
Tips identifies several previously unrecognized causes of this
problem and has been created to help every group using
Alpha to see much greater fruit. "Very well written and laid
out.... Very well researched and extremely informative. It''s
positive and a manageable size.... It''s a ''must read''" - Phil
Phillimore, Alpha course leader Drawing on profound
knowledge of the Alpha resources and interviews with Nicky
Gumbel, John Fairhaven has created a most practical work.
Proven Alpha Course Tips will encourage and excite readers
with its unique insights. In view of the substantial amount of
time and effort spent implementing each program - and on
getting unbelievers to attend them - this book represents a
very wise acquisition. Written by someone who cares
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passionately about his subject, the material in this new
volume will be of great benefit to every individual in a group
running any type of Alpha course.
A manual designed for use by Alpha course participants in
the military. Contains outlines for all the Alpha course talks.
Also features a conveniet pocksize (4 x 6), and a camouflage,
water resistant cover.
This discussion guide is a companion to either the Alpha Film
Series or Alpha with Nicky Gumbel. With bullet-point
organization and plenty of room for notes, the guide functions
as an invaluable resource to the guest during Alpha, and as a
reference tool for reflection long after Alpha. This resource is
written in Traditional Chinese.
This discussion guide is a companion to either the Alpha Film
Series or Alpha with Nicky Gumbel. The guide is divided up
by session with an easy-to-read outline so that guests can
follow along during each talk. With simple bullet-point
organization and plenty of room for notes, the guide functions
as an invaluable resource to the guest during Alpha, and as a
reference tool for individual reflection long after Alpha. It is
considered an essential resource for Alpha guests as well as
the host and helpers on Alpha. Alpha creates an environment
of hospitality where people can bring their friends, family, and
work colleagues to explore the Christian faith, ask questions
and share their point of view. Alpha makes it easy to invite
friends to have spiritual conversations which explore life's
biggest questions in a safe and respectful way. Alpha's
approach to hospitality, faith, and discussion is designed to
welcome everyone, especially those who might not describe
themselves as Christians or church-goers. Each session
includes time for a large group meal, short teaching, and
small group discussion. This resource is written in Gujarati.

This discussion guide is a companion to either the
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Alpha Film Series or Alpha with Nicky Gumbel. The
guide is divided up by session with an easy-to-read
outline so that guests can follow along during each
talk. With simple bullet-point organization and plenty
of room for notes, the guide functions as an
invaluable resource to the guest during Alpha, and
as a reference tool for individual reflection long after
Alpha. It is considered an essential resource for
Alpha guests as well as the host and helpers on
Alpha. Alpha creates an environment of hospitality
where people can bring their friends, family, and
work colleagues to explore the Christian faith, ask
questions and share their point of view. Alpha makes
it easy to invite friends to have spiritual
conversations which explore life's biggest questions
in a safe and respectful way. Alpha's approach to
hospitality, faith, and discussion is designed to
welcome everyone, especially those who might not
describe themselves as Christians or church-goers.
Each session includes time for a large group meal,
short teaching, and small group discussion. This
resource is written in Tamil.
This resource is recommended for Alpha small group
hosts and helpers. It includes suggested questions
to help guide the discussion time for each session of
Alpha. Alpha creates an environment of hospitality
where people can bring their friends, family and work
colleagues to explore the Christian faith, ask
questions, and share their point of view. Alpha
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makes it easy to invite friends to have spiritual
conversations which explore life's biggest questions
in a safe and respectful way. Alpha's approach to
hospitality, faith, and discussion is designed to
welcome everyone, especially those who might not
describe themselves as Christians or church-goers.
Each session includes time for a large group meal,
short teaching, and small group discussion. This
resource is written in Japanese.
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